Chlorine Gas Overcomes 75 At Swimming Pool

Strike Of W.P.A. Spreads

100,000 Idle In Protest Over Hours Increase

Breathitt County Death Toll May Reach 100, Doctor Says

Governor Asks for Flood Aid

Catastrophe Called Worst Of Its Kind

Medical Units Take Control Of Flood Area Health Situation
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Death Toll In Breathitt County May Reach 100, Doctor Says

34th Body Is Recovered
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The number of victims of the flood in Breathitt County may reach 100 or even more, Dr. J. A. Wilson, state health commissioner, said yesterday. The body of the 34th victim was found in the county on Thursday.

The doctor said that the number of bodies recovered in Breathitt County may reach 100 by the time the flood waters recede. The death toll is expected to be higher in Breathitt County than in any other county in Kentucky.

Merchants Aid Flood Victims

A little shock, representing combined collections from the members of the Retail Merchants Association, was presented yesterday to Mayor Billson, who expressed appreciation for the generosity of the local merchants.

The money will be used to aid flood sufferers in eastern Kentucky.

Hitler's Wooing of the Balkans

Alarms Rumanian Government
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Another German diplomat was in Rumania last week,据报导 by Joanes at-large correspondent. The mission of the diplomat is not known, but it is believed that it is intended to strengthen the Rumanian-German relationship.

State Funeral Set Monday

For Swanson

Navy Secretary's Aid

Talked As Successor

W. B. Swanson, 92, died yesterday in New York. He was a prominent figure in the Navy Department and was widely known in Washington.

W.P.A. Strike

W. P. A. Sitters

At L.S.U. Jail Caldwell

Contractor Released

Of $10,000 Bond
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A contractor who was arrested on charges of fraud and swindling has been released on a $10,000 bond.

Man Who Twice Escaped 'Law'

Gives Up Because He's Scared
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A man who twice escaped from the law has given up the effort.

W. P. A. Strike

45 Senators

Band to Keep Ban On Arms

Oppose Any Change In Neutrality Bill
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A group of 45 senators has opposed any change in the Neutrality Bill.
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Cheer Up with Oertel's '92!

GET MORE FUN OUT OF LIFE

Some folks never have any fun. They make hard work out of everything they do. Even when they play—they make it seem like hard work. They complain. They worry. They fret. Such people are known as "Gloomygums." They don't have many friends—and they don't have any fun. Don't be a "Gloomygum." It's so easy to enjoy life! There are so many things, inexpensive little pleasures, which can add so much to your enjoyment of living. For example: A cold, refreshing bottle of Oertel's '92. It's a sure feeling hot and tired and thirsty. Pour yourself a sparkling, foaming glassful of Oertel's '92. Think how cool, how sweet, how refreshing it feels! Why be a "Gloomygum" when you can enjoy such pleasures as that? Try drinking Oertel's '92 whenever you're hot or tired or thirsty. Enjoy its cheerful refreshment—and get more fun out of life! Cheer up with Oertel's '92!